Tahoe aftermarket

The Chevrolet Tahoe and Chevrolet Suburban are arguably the most important vehicles the
brand has launched this year. With forward thinking interior technology like an available inch
color heads up display, massive rear seat entertainment screens, and visibility cameras
everywhere, the Tahoe and Suburban continue to demonstrate why they lead the full size SUV
segment. However, that changes slightly, as Chevrolet is introducing several bolt-on
performance parts for both the Tahoe and Suburban. The cold air intake announced for the
Chevrolet Tahoe and Suburban is currently being sold with a performance package for the
Cadillac Escalade , but minimal information is given, other than the fact that, yes, it is a cold air
intake kit. As for stopping distance, it should be about the same, but that could change with a
set of more performance-oriented tires. Chevrolet made sure that the front brake kit is
compatible with inch to inch original equipment or Chevrolet Accessory Wheels. The rear
brakes remain the same, but they will be color matched with the fronts. Below are the
dimensions of the kit:. The installation kit also comes with an instruction manual. It can also
reduce emission temps by over degrees. The installation manual can be viewed here. Below are
its measurements and weight:. Below are the dimensions:. Chevrolet warns that the carbon
fiber finish of the exhaust tip could wear and tarnish over time, due to the high temps of the
exhaust gasses. Regardless, it comes with a month, 12, mile warranty. Below are some specs:.
The carbon fiber-finished exhaust tip for the LM2-diesel powered Tahoe and Suburban utility
vehicles looks and measures the same as the gas V8 iteration, but comes in at a slightly heavier
weight 1. It carries part number: Meant for the 5. But like the carbon-fiber finished exhaust tip,
Chevrolet warns that it could lose its sheen over time. Below are the specs:. The 3. The
warranties and disclaimers are also the same. Automotive Media Jedi Knight. Not yet the rank of
Master. Your email address will not be published. Save my name, email, and website in this
browser for the next time I comment. Notify me of follow-up comments by email. Notify me of
new posts by email. Email address:. Latest Popular Hot Trending. Search Search for: Search.
Like this: Like Loading Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published.
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Don't read about boring cars! Pay Monthly Over Time with. AFE Corvette C7 6. The Chevrolet
company founded in by a Swiss race car driver and automotive engineer, has gone on to
produce some of the celebrated icons in the automobile industry with names like the Corvette
and CAMARO, much coveted by collectors and racing enthusiasts. The team at LMPerformance
can help you find the consummate part for the repair or improvement of your Chevrolet with
aftermarket performance add-ons. LMPerformance has an extensive inventory of top quality
parts from the leading craftsmen in the industry, names such as EIBACH, Ram, Spec, SLP to
name just a few and a brief scan of the parts list will acquaint you with just the part to meet your
needs. For performance aftermarket parts they don't get any better than SLP Performance, the
noteworthy manufacturer of a wide range of performance enhancements that have aided in the
transformation of late-model cars into modern muscle machines, cars like the CAMARO SS. The
SLP CAMARO V-8 Front Brake Package comes with 6-piston calipers and two-piece 15 rotors
for increased thermal capacity, pad area that provides more effective out-gassing, all resulting
in improved braking efficiency and reduced fade. The KOOKS reputation is indisputably
first-rate in the aftermarket performance industry because they are handcrafted in the USA
using the highest quality products for the best performance and they are EPA legal in 49 states.
At American Racing Headers primary tubes are engineered to individual engine output affording
the least amount of compromise in the engine bay affording the greatest horsepower gain.
Install a Cold-Air Kits to help your Corvette breathe better so that your engine performs the way
you want it to. Scrutinize all the exhaust parts by Billy Boat including various Pipes and
Headers to find the aftermarket performance part that best suits your needs and get the best.
With three different mufflers, the Violator, the Street Pro, and the Race Pro offered you can
decide if you want the loudest sound or the quietest and with the X-change X-pipes you can
conveniently add electric cutouts to your X-Pipes. Originating in the work force at Late Model
Performance has maintained a noteworthy high level of customer service and has made
available a multifarious selection of new performance automotive parts and appurtenances
represented by some of the preeminent names in the automotive performance parts industry.
The vehicles represented range from to the present date and our inventory is tremendous and is
continually rejuvenated for the purpose of offering an incomparable number and multiplicity of
parts to meet the customer's every need. Our 5-star service is an additional reason to shop at
Late Model Performance. See what LM Performance looked like in Chevrolet These are some of
the items you can find at LMPerformance for your Chevrolet The Chevrolet company founded in
by a Swiss race car driver and automotive engineer, has gone on to produce some of the
celebrated icons in the automobile industry with names like the Corvette and CAMARO, much
coveted by collectors and racing enthusiasts. Privacy Policy. After being completely redesigned
for , both the Chevy Tahoe and its longer sibling, the Suburban, see only minor changes for
Head curtain side air bags, formerly optional on some models, are now standard on every Tahoe
and Suburban. The big news for the Tahoe lineup is the addition of a new Hybrid model. Using
GM's new 2-Mode full hybrid system, the Hybrid gets 21 mpg in city driving--a percent
improvement versus the standard model. On heavy-duty Suburban models, StabiliTrak
electronic stability control is newly standard, as is a six-speed automatic transmission, and new
inch wheels. Close this Model value: Chevy's Tahoe and Suburban pair sturdy, capable truck
underpinnings with more modern, carlike interiors and features, and stand out for their
comfortable ride and decent handling. With the addition of the new Hybrid model, those who
intend to be green but need to tow trailers or haul heavy loads now have an alternative. Model
overview: The Chevrolet Tahoe and Suburban are lines of full-size sport-utility vehicles that are

nearly identical to each other mechanically and cosmetically, but the Suburban is 20 inches
longer overall. Suburbans can be specified either as standard-duty models or Read more The
Chevrolet Tahoe and Suburban are lines of full-size sport-utility vehicles that are nearly
identical to each other mechanically and cosmetically, but the Suburban is 20 inches longer
overall. Suburbans can be specified either as standard-duty models or heavy-duty models. The
Tahoe can tow up to pounds, while the Suburban can tow up to 9, pounds, when properly
equipped. A horsepower, 4. The heavy-duty Suburban models have a standard 6. The 4. The 5.
The new Tahoe Hybrid model, which joined the lineup later in the model year, gets a
gasoline-only, 5. The Hybrid has eight-passenger seating and can tow up to 6, pounds, which
matches the towing ability of other Tahoe models. A stiff, fully boxed frame helps provide the
structure for heavy hauling and towing and also reduces vibration in the passenger cabin.
There's also extensive noise-reduction material used throughout the Tahoe and Suburban
inside the headliner, over the engine, in front of the dash, and in door seals. Luxurious LTZ
models get a smooth Autoride suspension system, which has two modes of damping--one
firmer, one softer--which it can switch between quickly depending on driving conditions. Inside,
the Tahoe and Suburban have a sophisticated instrument panel design, with LED backlighting
and chrome accents, that's smoother and more carlike in design than most other full-size SUVs.
Roof-mounted head-curtain air bags with rollover protection, covering all three seating rows,
are standard across the model lines, and StabiliTrak electronic stability control and anti-lock
brakes are also included with both models. Standout features available on the Tahoe and
Suburban include a remote start system, heated seats for the first and second rows, a
power-release fold-and-tumble second row, ultrasonic rear parking assist, a rearview camera
system, touch-screen navigation, and an eight-inch rear DVD entertainment system. Close this
There's a problem loading this menu right now. Would you like to sell products for this vehicle
on Amazon. Learn how. About This Vehicle Model strengths: Towing and hauling ability;
spacious interior; compliant ride and handling relative to other large SUVs; frugal new Hybrid
model. Head curtain side air bags, formerly optional on some models, are now standard on
every Tahoe Read more. Close this. Chevy's Tahoe and Suburban pair sturdy, capable truck
underpinnings with more modern, carlike interiors and features, and stand out for their
comfortable ride and decent handling. The Chevrolet Tahoe and Suburban are lines of full-size
sport-utility vehicles that are nearly identical to each other mechanically and cosmetically, but
the Suburban is 20 inches longer overall. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn
more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us.
Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Skip to main content.
Exterior Accessories. Mirrors Exterior Mirrors Towing Mirrors. Interior Accessories. Amazon
Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers.
Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on
Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids
Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital
Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals
and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top
subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed
Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second
life. For more information go to The Chevrolet Tahoe is one of the full-size sports utility vehicles
SUV from General Motors that features a functional interior, an outstanding exterior design, and
an extraordinary spaciousness for both passengers and cargoes. It is equipped with modern
safety features and technological advances. All cars including your Chevrolet Tahoe may end
up dysfunctional overtime if they are not properly maintained. In order to prevent this from
happening too soon, you must learn how to take good care of your SUV in the best way you
could. Every vehicle has different specifications regarding loading capacity. Usually, a car can
have a maximum weight load capacity of up to 8oo pounds. Overloading your vehicle can be
very dangerous. It can affect the performance of your driving. It can also cause your wheels to
blowout. You might also lose your control on the steering if you continue to overload your
vehicle. You can find a sticker on the panel of the driver's side door informing you about the
maximum capacity of your vehicle. Follow the specifications stated on the sticker. Always
check your windows for any signs of cracks or damage. See to it that all the windows and
mirrors are clean and free from cracks. If you find any cracked or broken windows or mirrors,
replace it immediately. Clean and vacuum the interior as often as you can. Vacuum the seats,
the dashboard, the floor mats and the carpets. Replace the seat cover as often as possible to
prevent the accumulation of dirt. Throw away plastic bags, bottles, cans, and other trash that
you cannot vacuum. Put some air freshener inside your car. You must know that keeping a
clean exterior will not only provide a fresher look for your car, it can also reduce the possibility

of a serious problem. As you drive your car, it will accumulate dirt, dust and grime on practically
all its exposed surfaces. These contaminants will slowly invade your car's paint, exposing the
sheet metal beneath. Once the sheet metal is exposed, rusting will occur. To avoid an early
rusting of your car, you need to regularly wash and wax your car. The best way of lengthening
the life of your car is by providing it with your t care and attention. Always do a regular
maintenance check up. If you do so, your car will have the performance, dependability, quality
and reliability that you need. When GM decided to rebadge the Jimmy in , Chevrolet followed
suit after two years. From the Blazer, a new name was releasedâ€”the Tahoe. Although this
particular line of SUVs is not as old as its competitors, it still managed to entice many car
owners and bag various awards. Manufactured under different platforms, the Tahoe is one of
the most successful SUV lines in the automobile industry. Under the GMT platform, the Tahoe
received a truck chassis, and several versions were made. The different versions were
classified as either two- or four-doors and four- or rear-wheel drives. During this period, some
car owners can purchase Tahoes that were powered by a standard 5. Moreover, because of its
versatility and performance, the Tahoe was recognized by Motor Trend as the Truck of the Year
for For the model year, Chevrolet released limited edition Tahoes that were still under the GMT
platform. Some of the notable features of these Tahoes were their monochromatic themes,
ground effects, fog lamp-integrated front bumpers, and missing roof racks. The police package
was also made available for the Tahoe Limited which made it two inches lower than the 4WD
Z71 version. Though GMT Tahoes were already being manufactured by Chevrolet in late , the
first ones to actually be equipped with the StabiliTrak debuted in This unique feature is an
electronic stability control system which helped Tahoe drivers during that time to maintain
control especially if they are driving on uneven or slippery roads. This generation of Tahoes
also saw the introduction of the FlexFuel engineâ€”a kind of engine that can operate under
more than one kind of fuel. Under the latest GMT platform, new Tahoes were produced for the
model year. The updated model became more angular therefore making it look more upscale. In
terms of interior changes, the dashboard of the Tahoe received a wooded trim, and its
instrument controls were given a chrome tint. Aside from these, the overall fuel economy was
improved from 19 mpg to an average of 22 mpg. At the present, the Tahoe is still being
manufactured under the same platform. It is powered by a 6. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh
to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase
Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Select Your Vehicle Part. Chevrolet Tahoe
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Barton. Purchased on Jan 30, Feb 09, Very clear bright light original light sockets fit well!
William Jeans. Purchased on Jan 29, Nov 19, Joshua Williams. Purchased on Oct 26, Chevrolet
Tahoe Guides. Helpful Automotive Resources. Chevrolet Faces Oversupply of Equinox in the
US In an article shared by GM Authority, which cited sources privy to company operations, the
current national inventory for the Equinox is at a day supply. It is not as bad as the day supply
of the Blazer that indicates an inability to meet demand. However, an inventory that. Contact Us.
Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy.
California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

